
     Humility is an essential emotional 
intelligence quality. Under Dan 
Goleman’s Emotional Intelligence 
framework, humility is part of self-
awareness.   When you are humble, you 
learn better, you get along better with 
others, you don’t feel the pressure of 
perfectionism, you can more easily per-
suade people to your point of view, you 
are more open to others’ ideas, and on 
and on.  
      
     How to teach humility: 

• Practice listening skills exercises. 

• Keep a journal. 

• Role play problematic situations. 

• Teach the art of the sincere apology. 

• Read stories of leaders and celebri-
ties who are not humble. 

• Serve other people. 

• Practice seeking feedback and re-
sponding to it with kindness and 
acceptance. 

     If a child is displaying signs of arro-
gance and/or a lack of humility sur-
rounding their giftedness, it is time for 
“the talk.”  Be sure to point out:   

• Being gifted has its pros and cons. 

• It is important to talk to someone we 
trust about how we feel. 

• Wise people know that they have 
something to learn from everyone. 

• We have to be sensitive about the 
way others feel. 

• It is never okay to make people feel 
badly about themselves. 

• Brain smarts is not everything there 
is about being a great person.  

 
 
To read more about teaching children 
humility, check out the whole article,  
“How to Teach Gifted Students Humili-
ty” by Lisa Van Gemert on the Gifted 
Guru’s website. 

**During February, all services for identified students in 

reading and math were provided through independent 

learning contracts due to AIG testing of new referrals.   

      

Fourth Grade:   

     Reading students continued their novel 

study of The Green Book by Jill Paton Walsh.  

They read about the process of making maple 

syrup when colonists discovered “candy trees” 

on the planet Shine, and they visualized the 

moth people they encountered in Chapter 5.  

Additionally, they tested their wits with some 

science-integrated digital breakout challenges.   

     In math, students completed through Les-

son 7 in Hands-On Equations, Level 1.  They 

did a fantastic job of applying the distributive 

property in algebraic equations!   

 

Fifth Grade: 

     Readers continued their novel study of My 

Daniel by Pam Conrad.  As a companion text, 

they also read an article about paleo art. 

     Math students wrapped up Fraction Puzzles 

from Byrdseed.TV and then began a series of 

digital breakout challenges featuring Maya 

Lewis on Breakout EDU that targets fraction 

standards.  

 

     AIG pullout services should be back on 

regular schedule by Monday, March 8.  

A note from your specialist… 
Here is a snapshot of the learning contract activities students worked on in February: 
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Director’s Discussion:  
 Gifted and Grading 

   If the goal of education is learning (of all 
types), then our assessment methods should 
reflect that. Assessing or grading should be a 
way to communicate between the learner and 
the teacher.     
How do we help each student understand that a 
grade is not an evaluation of the person, rather 
it is a way to know what I should seek to learn 
next? To me, that is where understanding the 
intersection of grading and humility occurs. 
While it may be ideal to celebrate accomplish-
ments, perhaps even tempting to jump up and 
down and celebrate the “A,” we may also want 
to ask ourselves some questions.  
   How hard did I work for this grade?  
   Did I stretch myself? 
   Does my grade reflect what I know? 
   How can I both celebrate my success and help 
others in their learning? 
    Ultimately, humility, like all character traits, is 
best learned by watching others. 

Michael Elder,  
Director, College and Career Readiness 
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Monthly Goal:  Student responds to others in a way that respects          
their feelings and knowledge base. 
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